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Director: Augusto FornariCast: Lino Guanciale, Stefano Fresi, Matilde Gioli, Libero De RienzoScreenplay: Augusto Fornari, Toni Fornari, Vincenzo SinopoliDirector of Photography: Sebastiano De PascalisProducer: Federica Lucisano, Fulvio LucisanoEditor: Pietro MoranaMusic: Gianluca MisitiYear: 2017
Festival and Awards: ICFF Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2018Los Angeles - Italia 2018: Italian Cinema Today
Synopsis: Alex, Oreste, Giacinto and Fanny are the four adult sons of Sergio, a very beloved father whofive years ago has entered a coma and seems destined not to ever wake up again. Alex is a good fornothing womanizer who runs a sports club; Oreste is a frustrated classical musician reduced to direct-ing concerts of young boys with little talent; Giacinto is a hard, unforgiving, businessman who never smiles; and Fanny, a conflicted former wifeabandoned by her husband who preferred a much younger woman to her. When Alex finds himself in financial difficulties and the survival of hissport club is in danger, the other brothers decide to help him by selling the beautiful family villa in the countryside where the four brothers havegrown up and get rid of all its contents. To buy the property will be Zaffarano, the greasy former playmate of the four brothers with a ten-yearcrush for Fanny and the secret desire to belong to that lucky and happy family that has always looked at him with ill-concealed contempt. This iswhy Zaffarano bought the villa and has absolutely no intention to give it back to them when Sergio miraculously awakens from his coma the dayafter the signature by the notary and the sale of his home. The doctors strongly advise the brothers to avoiding any upheavals and reintroducingthe parent into a welcoming and familiar environment. Thus began for the four brothers to hunt for old furniture, family heirlooms and even thebeloved dog. The play and a complicated collection of good lies also begin.  IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

LA CASA DI FAMIGLIA
The Family House

Showing: Saturday, October 6th at 5:30pm
Genre: Comedy

Director: Francesco FalaschiCast: Giuliano Montaldo, Andrea Carpenzano, Arturo Bruni, Emanuele PropizioScreenplay: Filippo Bologna, Ugo Chiti, Francesco Falaschi, Federico Sperindei Director of Photography: Stefano FaliveneProducer: Guglielmo Marchetti, Daniele MazzoccaEditor: Patrizio Marone, Simone ManettiMusic: Paolo Vivaldi, Alfredo PaixaoYear: 2018
Festival and Awards: INSFJ 2018: Winner Graziella Bonacchi Award
Synopsis: Arturo is a 40 year old talented chef who fell in disgrace because of his troubledpast, he has serious anger management issues. Precisely because of his latest aggressivereaction he is assigned to serve community services at the San Donato Institute, a facility forAsperger patients, where he has to teach a cooking class. One of the patients, Guido, is a 20year old boy with difficulties in social relationships, but with an absolute palate and a par-ticular talent for cooking. At the same time Arturo is trying unsuccessfully to convince his old teacher and mentor, Celso, to open arestaurant together. Just as he’s nearing the end of his community service and planning to move to the north to manage a restaurantowned by a shady character he is invited by Anna, the institute psychologist, to accompany Guido as a mentor to a cooking talentshow in Tuscany. Arturo hates talent shows but reluctantly accepts and to further complicate matters he discovers, upon arriving,that the president of the jury is his ex business partner, now become a celebrity chef, who he considers fully responsible for his pasttroubles and fall from grace. Arturo and Guido will be forced to spend time together for the duration of the competition and bit bybit their difficult relationship will turn into a friendship that will make both question their prejudices and will lead Arturo towardsnew personal and professional choices.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

QUANTO BASTA
As Needed

Showing: Friday, October 5th at 8:00pm
Genre: Romantic Comedy





Director: Michela AndreozziCast: Claudia Gerini, Giorgio Pasotti, Stefano Fresi, Lillo Petrolo, Michela Andreozzi Screenplay: Michela Andreozzi, Fabio MoriciDirector of Photography: Giovanni CanevariProducer: Isabella Cucuzza, Arturo PagliaEditor: Luciana PandolfelliMusic: Niccolò AgliardiYear: 2017
Festival and Awards: INSFJ 2018: Nominated for Best Supporting Actor (Stefano Fresi) &Best Song, Ortigia Film Festival 2018, Rome Film Festival 2017
Synopsis: Two sister and two contrasting visions of life, on one side the adventurous andbold Livia (Claudia Gerini), a renowned cellist perfectly capable of having children buttotally without any maternal instinct, on the other the reassuring routine of her sister Tina(Michela Andreozzi), shy urban policeman with an ardent desire for motherhood. Bothhave a loving partner who supports and encourages their decisions. Livia lives with Fabio(Giorgio Pasotti), a sweet and welcoming osteopath, and Tina with Gianni (Lillo), an ordi-nary and intolerant colleague in the urban police. Neither interferes in the life of the other,at least until Livia, on the advice of the gynecologist Nicola (Stefano Fresi), decides to carry on a pregnancy for her sister whocannot have children. For nine and a half moons, the exuberant Livia will have to hide her growing belly from family and friends,while the awkward Livia will pretend to be pregnant. The two will be protagonists of paradoxical situations that will also involvethe rest of their crazy family, a mother champion of meat sauce, an idealistic father, a religiously obsessed brother with a devot-ed wife and four daughters. Only a woman, Director Michela Andreozzi, could direct this all star cast on a trip to discover theinfinite ways of being women and mothers.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

NOVE LUNE E MEZZA
Nine and a half Moons

Director: Francesco BruniCast: Giuliano Montaldo, Andrea Carpenzano, Arturo Bruni, Emanuele PropizioScreenplay: Francesco BruniDirector of Photography: Arnaldo CatinariProducer: Beppe CaschettoEditor: Mirko Platania, Cecilia ZanusoMusic: Carlo VirzìYear: 2017
Festival and Awards: David di Donatello 2018: Best Actor in a Supporting Role (Giuliano Montaldo)Italian Film Festival USA 2018: Audience Award, Semana de Cine Italiano - Buenos Aires 2018, Cinema Italia - Israel2018, Cinema Italia Oggi 2018, Cinema Made in Italy - Oslo 2018, De Rome à Paris 2018, Festival du Cinema Italiende Bastia 2018: Compétition - Prix du Jury Jeune, NICE New italian Cinema Events Festival - Russia 2018, SydneyFilm Festival 2018: Focus on ItalyTerra di Cinema festival 2018: Compétition Fictions - Prix du Public, Viva ilCinema! Journées du film italien à Tours 2018: Inédit
Synopsis: Winner of five awards including two prestigious 2018 David di Donatello, for the Direction and BestSupporting Actor, and three Silver Ribbons with an additional seven nominations, Tutto Quello che Vuoi tells the story of Alessandro, a hot headed 22 year oldturbulent and ignorant slacker from Trastevere in Rome and Giorgio, an elderly poet living with the beginning of Alzheimer. Alessandro is surrounded by friendsthat, just like him, have no direction or real purpose in life, gambling, getting into fights and spending nights in jail. He has lost his mother when he was just twoyears old and has become the torment of his father, a peddler in Porta Portese, the local flea market, who cannot imagine a good future for his idle and furiousson and is unable to find the key to his heart. Fed up with his constant misbehavior he demands that Alessandro take the job of caregiver for the eightyfive yearold Giorgio accompanying the ill and disoriented poet on his afternoon walks in the beautiful Gianocolo Hills. Giorgio lives in solitude and restraint in a beautiful flat surrounded by the memories of his life with the only help and care of his landlady and neighbor. He canstill move around but his mind is drifting relentlessly away from the present as Alessandro discovers clues of a mystery dating back to WWII in the old bardpoetry and strange writings on the apartment walls and, following them, will embark on a trip, together with Giorgio, in search for hidden riches and the realdepth of his own heart.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

TUTTO QUELLO CHE VUOI
Friends by Chance

Showing: Saturday, October 6th at 7:30pm
GENRE: Romantic Comedy

Showing: Saturday, October 6th at 9:15pm  
GENRE: Comedy Drama
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Next stop...



Director: Alessandro TamburiniCast: Anna Ferraioli Ravel, Alessandro Tamburini, Francesca Valtorta, Niccolò SenniScreenplay: Gianluca Ansanelli, Alessandro Tamburini, Ciro ZeccaDirector of Photography: Roberto Cimatti Producer: Elisabetta BruscoliniEditor: Francesco Fabbri  Music: Tony CantoYear: 2018
Synopsis: Alessandro has an appointment with Francesca, the girl of his dreams: a full nine, inthe ungenerous ranking that places people on a scale of one to ten according to their physicalappearance. Anna has an appointment with Pietro for whom she lost thirty pounds in threemonths, just trying to conform to that aesthetic canon that has little room for individual differ-ences. The appointment of both is fixed in the same restaurant in Modena, but both will have to face a no show, the frequent fate of thosewho belong to the category "a bit 'over the ugly" and much under the security of self, which both Alessandro and Anna belong to. In thebeginning Alessadro cannot stand Francesca who considers ugly and pushy. But during a long night full of fights, wild dances, night-timebaths and other adventures, he gets to know her better while he learns something about himself too. At dawn the two find themselvesmore mature, ready to deal with their past and, perhaps, in love. Just from their encounter can perhaps arise that awareness of self, thathealthy attitude to not care for appearances that can opens the door to quality relationships?
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

CI VUOLE UN FISICO
In Top Form? No thank you!

Director: Riccardo MilaniCast: Paola Cortellesi, Antonio Albanese, Claudio AmendolaScreenplay: Furio Andreotti, Giulia Calenda, Paola Cortellesi, Riccardo MilaniDirector of Photography: Saverio GuarnaProducer: Mario Gianani, Lorenzo MieliEditor: Patrizia Ceresani, Francesco RendaYear: 2017
Festival and Awards: Globi d'Oro 2018: Best Actress (Paola Cortellesi)ICFF Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2018: Opening Night Movie,Tokyo Italian Film Festival 2018,Daviddi Donatello 2018: Nominated for Best Actor; Best Actress; Best Supporting Actress,Golden Ciack Awards2018: Winner Best Actor; Best Actress. Nominated Best Supporting Actress; Best Screenplay; Best CostumeDesign, INSFJ 2018: Winner Best Actor in a comedy; Best Actress in a Comedy; Best Comedy
Synopsis: Giovanni, intellectually committed and prophet of social integration lives in the historic centerof Rome, he presides over a think tank studying the situation of Italian suburbs for the European Union.Returning from Bruxelles he discovers that his 13 years old daughter, Agnese, is in a relationship withAlessio who lives in the dangerous neighborhood of Bastogi. Monica, ex cashier at the supermarket, dealswith integration every day in the suburbs where she lives with a large extended family that include her mother and two aunts, Pamela and Sue Ellen (inhonor of the TV series Dallas) two small time thieves that spend their days watching TV. She is also doing her best to dissuade her son Alessio from seeingAgnese. They would never have met if their children had not decided to get engaged, they are the most different people on the face of the earth, but theyhave one goal in common: the story between their children must end and, in this they become allied. The two start meeting and entering each other's world,Giovanni, accustomed to films in small art house cinemas, will find himself following his daughter to a chaotic multiplex in the suburbs with screamingkids, shoves and baskets of popcorn rolling on the floor. Monica, used to spending her holidays in the condemned beaches of Coccia di Morto, betweenexpanses of bodies crammed as sardines and airplanes that drain fuel over their head, will be found in the very rare nature reserve of Capalbio, betweenintellectuals, VIPs and improbable conversations about contemporary art. But something is changing between them; both start to understand that theycannot do without one another even if perhaps their story will only last as much as a cat on the highway.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

COME UN GATTO IN TANGENZIALE
Like a Cat on a Highway

Showing: Sunday, October 7th at 5:30pm   
GENRE: Romantic Comedy

Showing: Sunday, October 7th at 7:30pm
GENRE: Romantic Comedy 





Director: Paolo GenoveseCast: Valerio Mastandrea, Marco Giallini, Alba Rohrwacher, Vittoria PucciniScreenplay: Paolo Genovese, Isabella AguilarDirector of Photography: Fabrizio Lucci Producer: Marco Belardi Editor: Consuelo CatucciMusic: Maurizio Filardo, STAG Year: 2017
Festival and Awards: Globi d'Oro 2018: Best Cinematography, ICFF Italian ContemporaryFilm Festival 2018,Los Angeles - Italia 2018: Italian Cinema Today,8½ - Festa do CinemaItaliano 2018: Panorama,Belgrade International Film Festival 2018,Brussels InternationalFestival of Fantastic Film 2018: 7th Orbit Competition,Cinema Italia - Israel 2018,CinemaMade in Italy – Copenhagen,Open Roads: New Italian Cinema 2018,Semana de Cine Italiano- Buenos Aires 2018, Tokyo Italian Film Festival 2018, Rome Film Fest 2017: Special Event -Closing Film
Synopsis:With 15 Nominations including 7 for the 2018 Davide di Donatello Awards andscreened in over 20 Film Festival around the world The Place marks the much anticipatedreturn of Director Paolo Genovese in a position to do something daring, pulling an ambitiousand metaphorical film which ask the audience one single yet weighty question: how farwould you go to get what you want?  A mysterious man (brought to life by ValerioMastandrea) is sitting in a bar, named The Place, day and night, with a schedule full of meetings, he waits for his "clients" who askhim to help them realize their sometimes impossible desires. The nameless man asks them to do something in return, an action thatlooks disproportionate to the expressed desire. To achieve their dreams, the clients must be willing to do everything, including ter-rible acts, while their stories eventually start to intertwine. Once the deal is settled, they cannot negotiate, but only deliver or giveup. The man doesn't force them to act, leave them the choice of deciding what is right and what is wrong, he observes without judg-ing. To become more beautiful, to spend a night with a porn star, to save a son, to regain sight, and to find God, are just some of thewishes that the various characters in the film reveal to the man at the bar. "It can be done," he answers as he writes quickly in hislarge planner, filled with notes in every corner of every page, but there is a price. A price that is very high in some cases: stealing alarge sum of money, putting a bomb in a room, raping a woman... If the task is achieved, success is guaranteed. It will be up to themto decide whether or not to accept the agreement. The waitress at The Place (Sabrina Ferilli) is the only one who has an equal stand-ing with the unknown man: fascinated by his silence and secrecy, she talks to him after the bar closes for the night to understandwho he is and what exactly his job is. She slowly manages to get under the skin of such a melancholic and emotionless man, whomight even have some compassion for the people who come to sit at his table. Is he God? The devil? Or, perhaps, our very own con-science? IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES

THE PLACE
The Place

Director: Valerio Attanasio Cast: Sergio Castellitto, Guglielmo Poggi, Elena Sofia RicciScreenplay: Valerio Attanasio Director of Photography: Ferran Paredes RubioProducer: Mario Gianani, Lorenzo Mieli, Lorenzo Gangarossa Editor: Giuseppe TrepiccioneMusic: Pivio, Aldo De Scalzi Year: 2018
Festival and Awards: INSFJ 2018: Winner Guglielmo Biraghi Award; Nominated for Best NewDirector, Best Actor in a Comedy
Synopsis: We are all equal before the law but some are just more equal than others. AntonioBonocore (Guglielmo Poggi) is a law student who dreams of a contract in the prestigious stu-dio of his mentor the prince of the forum Salvatore “Toti” Bellastella (Sergio Castellitto): pro-fessor of criminal law, subtle jurist and lover of classical antiquity, so much so that he couldeasily converse in Latin or Ancient Greek. Bellastella is the non plus ultra of Italian lawyersand shamelessly uses the boy as a personal factotum, chauffer and even personal chef for a meager reimbursement of expenses. Thefact is that the studio is actually owned by Titti, the wife of Bellastella who is very stingy with money. When after two years of totalabnegation Antonio passes his bar examination with an exceptional result, fifth place out of 5,000 candidates, Bellastella decides toreward him with an offer he describes as one that cannot be refused: a collaboration contract worth 10,000 euro per month thatincludes a gradual involvement in the most prestigious cases. There is, however, one small condition: Antonio will have to marryBellastella’s young Argentinean lover, Isabel, so that she can become an Italian citizen. A marriage that won’t be a bed of roses… 
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

IL TUTTOFARE
The Handyman

Showing: Sunday, October 7th at 9:15pm 
GENRE: Drama

Showing: Monday, October 8th at 7:30pm  
GENRE: Comedy



in Guatemala at least 5,000 children live on the streets of the 
capital. Most likely they have been abandoned by mothers who 
are too poor to keep them in a country with one of the highest 

malnutrition rates in the world.

The fact is that Guatemala  is one of the worst places in the 
world to be a child.

WHY NOT TEENS LAUNCHED A CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT CASA GUATEMALA, 
a childrens village on the isolated shores of the Rio Dulce.

Every dollar makes a difference for every child at Casa 
Guatemala, SO PLEASE DONATE NOW.

www.wnteens.org

PLEASE DONATE NOW

C A S A
G U A T E M A L A
C A S A
G U A T E M A L A



Director: Alessandro GassmannCast: Gigi Proietti, Alessandro Gassmann, Anna FogliettaScreenplay: Massimiliano Bruno, Valter Lupo, Alessandro GassmannDirector of Photography: Federico SchlatterProducer: Fulvio Lucisano, Federica Lucisano Editor: Consuelo Catucci Music: Maurizio FilardoYear: 2017
Festival and Awards: ICFF Italian Contemporary Film Festival 2018 , Los Angeles - Italia 2018: Italian CinemaToday , Golden Chiack Awards 2018: Nominated Best Supporting Actress, INSFJ 2018: Nominated BestSupporting Actress, Best Song
Synopsis: Oreste (Alessandro Gasman) is a personal trainer with a despotic wife and the dream of opening hisvery own gym, a dream for which he is missing 15,000 euro. His father Giovanni Passamonte (Gigi Proietti),afraid of flying, promises him that amount in exchange for a specific task, to accompany him by car to Stockholm,where the old writer will have to pick up the Nobel Prize for Literature. And Oreste, who never accepted moneyfrom his father and tried to live as much as possible out of his shadow, finds himself spending a week between Italy, Austria, Germany, Denmark and Sweden,in the company of Giovanni and Rinaldo (Rocco Papaleo), his father’s long serving assistant. They will be joined in the road trip by Lucrezia (Anna Foglietta),Oreste’s half sister and a neurotic pushover of a blogger, who decided to go with them to document the whole enterprise on the Net and increase the numberof her subscribers. Giovanni's progeny tries to define their identities by contrast but what identifies the patriarch is an instinct to harsh truths that driveshim to a cruel frankness towards the children that highlights their mediocrity. In the role of Giovanni there is Gigi Proietti, who is a giant of the film screenexactly like his character is a giant in the plot, perfect in the portrait of a man who has traveled the world and has not denied any experience but has exhaustedthe inspiration and desire to live. During the many legs of this journey packed with unexpected twists and turns, the group bumps into a variety of curiouspeople who ironically call into question all of the lead characters’ certainties, finally forcing them to discover surprising family dynamics and get to the bottomof who they really are.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

IL PREMIO
The Prize

Director: Christian MarazzitiCast: Fabrizio Bentivoglio, Stefano Fresi, Carolina Crescentini, Antonia LiskovaScreenplay: Michela Andreozzi, Christian Marazziti, Massimiliano VadoDirector of Photography: Maurizio CalvesiProducer: Roberto Cipullo, Mario Pezzi, Alberto SalernoEditor: Luciana PandolfelliMusic: Stefano Switala • Year: 2018
Synopsis:The new film by Christian Marazziti tackles the new disease of the 21st century, affecting an estimated66% of the population it’s called Nomophobia and it is the fear of not having cellular phone connection.Ettore, a notable writer, guru of all things analogue, and proud public enemy of the internet, decides totake his family to a chalet in the mountains to celebrate his birthday, and to finally bond with his twochildren – Claudio, an online poker player, and Giulio, his introverted and slightly nerdy high-school son– and his new wife, the beautiful, young and somewhat naive Margherita, who is seven-months preg-nant. Along for the ride is Achille, Margherita’s half-brother, who has just been thrown out of the househe shares with his wife, and Tea, Claudio’s young girlfriend and devoted fan of Ettore. Upon arriving atthe chalet, they meet Olga, a trustworthy Ukrainian nanny, and her daughter, Stella, a young teenager who is addicted to social media. They alsoreceive a surprise visit from Palmiro, Margherita and Achille’s bi-polar brother, who has escaped from his nursing home. When the group suddenlyfinds itself without an internet connection, everyone begins to panic with exhilarating consequences.
IN ITALIAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES.

SCONNESSI
Disconnected

Showing: Monday, October 8th at 9:15pm    
GENRE: Comedy Drama

Showing: Tuesday, October 9th at 7:00pm
GENRE: Comedy



“An influential member of the Italian avant-garde, Roberto Cacciapaglia 
has spent the last four decades blurring the lines between classical and 
electronic music, developing a sound that has never been restricted by 
genre” – Forced Exposure

The annual Italian music HIT week event returns to the bandshell showcasing 
the stunning composer Roberto Cacciapalgia, an artist who has been at the 
forefront of the Italian avant-garde for decades as he performs in Miami the 
night before his Carnegie Hall concert in New York.

Roberto
Cacciapaglia

Tickets and information: RhythmFoundation.com   305.672.5202

Saturday, October 6
Doors Open: 7pm
Show Time: 8pm - Free with RSVP

North Beach Bandshell
7275 Collins Ave, 
Miami Beach, FL 33141

+ 20
18

Opening set by Private School



Visit more, earn more.   
Join FREE at MyRegal.com

We love bringing 
people together

through the power 
of great storytelling







CIBOWINEBAR.COM

200 S Pointe Dr, Miami Beach 45 Miracle Mile, Coral Gables

CORAL GABLES CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE DIAMOND
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE

BEST ITALIAN RESTAURANTAWARD OF EXCELLENCE

south beach • coral gables


